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The South English Legendary 'St Patrick' as translation

Robert Easting

Introduction

A reader of the South English Legendary (SEL) might initially feel some surprise on encountering the item for 'St Patrick' (*pa*), for it contains no account of the saint's life. Whereas one might anticipate a translation of, say, the *Vita Patricii* of Jocelin of Furness, *pa* instead recounts the story of the knight Owein's visit to the otherworld at St Patrick's Purgatory. This substitution is less surprising, however, when it is realized that the account of Owein's visit was by far the most well-known of the Patrician stories circulating in England in the thirteenth century.

Despite the popularity and innate interest of the story of Owein's otherworld journey, apart from Görlach's analysis, *pa* has received next to no attention. The SEL 'St Patrick' (*Manual*, vol. 2, chapter V, section 321, item a) is the earliest of three Middle English verse translations of 'St Patrick's Purgatory'; Foster erroneously speaks of six versions. The second, known as *Owayne Miles* (hereafter *OM*), survives in a unique copy in the Auchinleck manuscript. The third translation, also known as *Owayne Miles* (hereafter *OM2*), probably early fifteenth-century, is the couplet version found in two incomplete copies, British Library, MS Cotton Caligula A II, and Yale University Library, MS 365, the 'Book of Brome'. Though there is much variation between these two manuscripts, they are clearly divergent copies of the same couplet translation, not two different versions as listed in *Manual* (2) V. 321c and d. Foster counts as two further verse versions the 'Harley Fragment' and the 'Hearne fragment' (*Manual* (2) V. 321e and f, respectively). In fact, the 'Harley fragment' is not a separate translation but a reworking of *pa*, and the 'Hearne fragment' is an extract from Harley. We should properly speak of three translations (*pa*, *OM1*, and *OM2*) but four versions (adding Harley, a fragment of a stanzaic adaptation of *pa*).

In addition to these three verse translations of Owein's story, St Patrick's
Purgatory is also known in Middle English from the fifteenth-century prose account, *The Vision of William of Stranton.* This is an independent work. Though ultimately modelled on Owein's story, it is not concerned with him at all, but recounts William's own pilgrimage to St Patrick's Purgatory in the early fifteenth century; it therefore has no bearing on the present discussion.

No-one since Kölbing has attempted to establish the relationships between the Middle English and French verse and Latin prose versions of 'St Patrick's Purgatory'. Kölbing's discussion is confusing and 'suffers from the attempt to compare too many versions with each other at the same time'. The proposed edition of *pa* by Temple appears to have been abandoned. I deal with *OM1* and *OM2* in my forthcoming edition of those texts. In the present article I make use of editions that post-date Kölbing to establish more precisely the source for *pa* and to consider the ways in which the Middle English translator of *pa* has adapted the material, for significant choices and considerable changes have been made.

**Source**

The source for the story in *pa* is the Latin prose *Tractatus de Purgatorio Sancti Patricii* of H[enry] of Sawtry (Saltrey), composed c. 1180 or 1184. It tells of Owein's sojourn in the 'cave', his 'physical' journey through the fields of torment in purgatory, his passage across the perilous narrow bridge above the fiery river beneath which lies hell, and his tour of the Earthly Paradise, culminating in his glimpse of the gates of heaven and his (fore)taste of the food of the blessed. Owein subsequently returns to earth via the 'cave', and after visiting the Holy Land settles back in Ireland. At least 150 manuscripts survive, as well as an equivalent number of manuscripts of vernacular translations. The popular appeal of the *Tractatus* (hereafter *T*) partly stemmed from the way it linked a long tradition of vision literature with a real geographical location. Thanks to the widespread transmission of Owein's narrative, the pilgrimage site of St Patrick's Purgatory on Station Island, Lough Derg, in what is now County Donegal, Ireland, achieved a European-wide fame from the thirteenth century onward.

As indicated above, *pa* is the earliest of three mutually independent Middle English verse translations of the story derived from *T*. There also survive five independent Anglo-Norman verse versions, four Old French prose versions and two in Old French verse, one of which is based on one of the prose texts. There are in addition translations into Spanish, Catalan, Italian, Dutch, German,
Swedish,21 Welsh,22 Irish,23 Glagolitic,24 Polish, and Hungarian.25 The popularity of the story in England is indicated by the five Anglo-Norman and three Middle English translations. By comparison there is only one Anglo-Norman and one Middle English version of T's closest companion, the Visio Tnugdali, but then that text reached England from an Irish community in southern Germany,26 whereas T, for all its Irish associations, is an Anglo-Latin work, in a line of descent from Bede's account of the Vision of Drihthelm (Historia Ecclesiastica, V.12) to its immediate successors, the Visio monachi de Eynsham (1196) and the Visio Thvrkilli (1206). Of these two, the former was translated into French verse and retranslated into Latin,27 and also translated twice into German prose,28 and once into English prose in the fifteenth century;29 the latter was not translated into English at all.

Like other Irish visions of heaven and hell, such as the visions of St Fursa and the Fis Adamndin, 'St Patrick's Purgatory' can be called hagiographical only in so far as it is associated with the name of a saint.30 But given the popularity of Owein's story it is little wonder that it found its way into SEL, for it was testimony to the single most widely-known exploit of St Patrick, his attributed founding of a physical entrance to Purgatory.

Careful comparison of pa with the Anglo-Norman and French versions shows that it does not derive from any of them. Like the SEL 'St Brandan' (which follows pa in Bodleian Library, MS Laud. Misc. 108 (hereafter L)),31 pa translates directly from Latin.32 Görlach, the most recent writer on pa, said that 'the author used the best known, accepted text with slight condensation' (p. 18), though he did not elaborate on which form of T was in question. It is, however, possible to be more precise than he allowed in 1974.

Görlach accepted Mall's claim33 that the fourteenth-century text of T in Bamberg MS E.VII.59 'represented the original with great fidelity' (p. 269, note 70). This claim had already been implicitly dismissed by Warnke;34 it is unsubstantiated and, I believe, quite false, for the Bamberg text is idiosyncratically rewritten in many places. Moreover, Görlach ignored Warnke's own (1938) edition of T, and although he acknowledged Ward's identification of T as the source for pa, Görlach also ignored the division of T manuscripts into two main groups that was first made by Ward.35 This basic division has not yet been adequately superseded.36 On the basis of verbal differences more or less marked throughout the text and the inclusion or exclusion of various sections, Ward distinguished two groups represented by British Library MSS Arundel 292 and Royal 13.B.VIII.
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Texts of these two groups, the shorter α and the longer β, were printed in parallel by Warnke, facing his edition of the Anglo-Norman verse translation attributed to Marie de France. I cite Warnke's texts hereafter as W.37 Warnke supposed that the α version of T is closer to the original than the β version, an opinion I question, for it seems to me arguable that the shorter α and many shortened β texts both derive from a longer original, to which the long β manuscripts may give us the closest access.38 The influential chronicle version of T in Roger of Wendover's Flores Historiarum, transmitted by Matthew Paris in the Chronica Majora (under 1153), is similarly reduced and itself dependent on an α text.39 Warnke's edition of β is incomplete, for he omits those passages missing from the Marie de France version; a complete β text is incorporated in my forthcoming edition of the later Middle English versions. The first full critical edition of T based on all the manuscript evidence is now in preparation by Jean-Michel Picard and Yolande de Pontfarcy.

Of the three Middle English translations, pa is the most faithful to those parts of T that it adapts. Comparison of pa with passages which differ from each other in the α and β texts of T demonstrates which group the translator used:

1 : 1 Ase þe sonne a-rist in somer : ʒwane þe dai lengest is (L188)
   α quo sol oritur longioribus diebus in estate (W66.18-20)
   β ubi sol oritur in media estate.

1 : 2 For Anguische þe eorþe heo freten (L206)
   α pre dolore angustia terram comedebant (W68. 51-52)
   β pre dolore uidebantur terram comedere.

1 : 3 Ake bare nas non þat him touchi mijte (L448)
   α sed illesum tangere non potuerunt (W100.80-81)
   β sed illesus ab eis preteriit.

There are further examples where pa translates α this closely40 and others which show the English author following α, though with less precision.41

This relationship is clinched by the way pa translates passages in α for which there is no equivalent in β at all:

2 : 1 ake sat him euere stille (L166) follows sedendo omnino tacevit (α W62.87).

2 : 2 One of a number of expanded narrative details in α is found in L289, describing the souls tormented on the wheel: Ake deolfulliche heo criden and ʒollen : euer-ech in is ende. This follows: Planxerunt miserrime et fleuerunt omnes qui rote infixi fuerunt (α W82.30-32). This sentence is not found in β
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and is marked as an addition in α by Warnke.

2:3 \textit{bote pov wolde an-opur speke : and to us tuyrne a-non} (L322) follows \textit{nisi reuerti uolueris} (α W86.49-50).

2:4 \textit{Of (his C42) wreichede we beoth i-kened : and of (is C) sunfol blode i-come} (L532 (C577)) follows \textit{Ex cuius carne nos omnes nati sumus in miserie} (α W122.22-23).

Other passages in \textit{pa} and α introduce direct speech where β has third person narration.\footnote{43}

The fidelity of \textit{pa} as a translation shows clearly that it derives from an α text of \textit{T}.

\textit{Omissions}

Though the translator worked closely with the Latin, as these examples illustrate, he was also selective and made many changes. His omissions may, of course, be due to lacunae in his source text(s), though they may also indicate particular choices.

The major reductions in \textit{pa} are also common to \textit{OM1} and \textit{OM2}: all three poems preserve only the main narrative of \textit{T}, that is, the founding of the purgatorial entrance by St Patrick and the visit of Owein to this site, his experiences in purgatory and the Earthly Paradise, and the brief mention of his subsequent pilgrimage to the Holy Land before his return to Ireland.\footnote{44} Such a concentration on the central issues of the fame of St Patrick and the otherworld adventures of Owein is achieved by the translators' avoidance, or the omission in their source texts, of two other kinds of material also found in \textit{T}. Firstly, \textit{pa}, like \textit{OM1} and \textit{OM2}, omits digressive narratives: the tale of the bestial Irishman who did not know that homicide is a sin; the tale of the aged prior whose single tooth is blessed by singing angels; the tale of the monk badly beaten by demons; and the appendix of 'hermit' tales recounted to Henry of Sawtry by Bishop Florentianus and his chaplain. Secondly, passages are omitted which are directly suited to \textit{T}'s original Cistercian audience, namely the prologue, in which Henry of Sawtry addresses the abbot of his mother house, H[ugh] of Wardon; the two so-called homilies, with their meditative and hortatory emphases; and the epilogue, in which the author takes his farewell. The Prologue, drawing on Hugh of St Victor's \textit{Summa de sacramentis christianae fidei}, contains theoretical discussions of visions and the divisions of the
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otherworld, of how incorporeal spirits can be tormented by corporeal pains, and the way in which the spiritual world is spoken of in the form of bodily images. The first homily follows Owein's leaving purgatory for the Earthly Paradise, and the second follows his leaving the Earthly Paradise to return to the 'cave' entrance. These homilies draw on the Meditations and Proslogion of Anselm and the Meditations of Jean of Fécamp, and are arguably part of the earliest version of the Tractatus or of a very early revision by Henry of Sawtry, though many writers who have not recognised these sources have taken them to be later additions.

Thus pa and the later Middle English versions all eschew eschatological theory and meditative reflection. They also omit digressive narratives, however entertaining or instructive these might be in themselves, in favour of a concentration on the establishment of the Purgatory and Owein's experiences. In these respects they differ from two of the Anglo-Norman versions: (1) that of Marie de France, which faithfully transmits nearly everything in α, apart from the homilies (lines 9-2056), and also contains the final tales from β (lines 2063-2296), and (2) the anonymous fourteenth-century text in British Library, MS Cotton Domitian A. IV, which, following β, again omits only the two homilies. The Middle English texts are similar to the remaining Anglo-Norman versions which severally omit various sections.

Apart from these major omissions, which seem to constitute something more than the 'slight condensation' noted by Görlach (p. 18), the translation of pa involves the further reduction of moments of spiritual or theological import. For instance, pa ignores two passages based on Ephesians 6. 11-17 of Owein donning the armour of God – Faith, Hope and Justice – in order to combat the fiends (W46. 113-17 and 56.10-15); it simplifies the account of the Fall given to Owein by the quasi-archbishops in the Earthly Paradise (cf. L527ff. and W122.201ff.); and it reduces the description of the Earthly Paradise (W120.171-85 omitted). The narrative is also streamlined by various further omissions. Surprise is increased by the omission (after L92) of the speech by the prior (W44.88-104) warning Owein (and the reader) of the hall, messengers and fiends he will encounter after entering St Patrick's Purgatory. Some of the fiends' repetitive threats and blandishments are cut. Owein's options are reduced by the omission on two occasions of the fiends' offer to return him to the gate of the Purgatory if he submits to their will. Similarly, on two further occasions pa omits the demons' threat to punish Owein unless he agrees to turn back. Also omitted are two kinds of inexpressibility topos, one concerning the cries of those in purgatory, which is full of tormented souls and tormenting demons, and the other noting the sheer size of the second
All these omissions suggest that the author of pa pruned spiritual matters in the interests of romantic adventure; aimed to avoid undue repetition of incident; increased the drama of Owein’s lonely and dangerous quest; and strove for a rapid succession of action and dialogue. Such intentions can also be traced in the additions made to the text.

Additions

As well as condensing those parts of the α text of T chosen or available for translation, the author of pa also expanded much of the material and added a significant amount of new matter: speeches, narrative detail and narratorial comment. Of L’s 673 lines some 155 full lines and over 50 half-lines, or altogether over a quarter of the poem, have no verbal equivalent in T.

Much of pa’s new material seems designed to enhance the appeal of the tale as a pious adventure story aimed at inducing penance. As the new ending (L666-73) reminds us, St Patrick founded the Purgatory with the same intention:

For-to warni men a-boute : heore sunnes here to bete.  (L668)

The author of pa concludes with an addition in like fashion:

For þe loue of Iesu crist : and of is moder swete  
Alle ower sunnes betez here : as god ov wole grace sende,  
þat þe mouwen with-oute pine : to parays hennes wende,  
god leue us ovre sunnes here so biete : for is holie wounde,  
þat we ne þoruen in purgatorie : bi-leue bote luyte stounde.  
(L669-73)

The same note is sounded during the tale when the narrator twice intrudes to lament man’s unawareness of the need for repentance. The first such exhortation occurs during the description of the first field of torment in purgatory:

Allas, 3wy nellez men beon i-war : and heore sunnes here bete,  
Are heo comen to purgatorie : and with þe luþere gostes mete!
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For as wel beth þe schrewes in purgatorie : and ouer-al, ase in helle,
And schullen, for-to þe daie of dome come : telle 3wat men telle. (L209-12)52

This is an interesting addition for two reasons: firstly, it immediately proclaims that the torments are part of purgatory; T does not state this so directly until Owein reaches the Earthly Paradise and is there instructed by the guides he encounters. The audience for pa is thus given early and clear directions which prevent any possible misapprehension that the torments depicted may be in hell. Secondly, the narrator here reinforces the idea that devils are the agents of punishment in purgatory as well as in hell, even though this opinion was contrary to much learned teaching – 'telle 3wat men telle'.54

Owein’s own penitence is stressed by new material concerning his confession and penance, and he is instructed to live well on his return to earth:

loke, þwane þov comest to eorþæ a-þen : þat þov clene lif lede,
So þat þov neuer-eft in pine ne come : for sunne ne for misedede! (L638-9)

Many of the new passages stress the suffering of the souls. For example, in describing the souls in the fetid, icy river, pa adds:

þis gostes swymden op and doun : in muche sorewe and wo
(L350)57

and

þare was wo and sorewe i-nouȝ : a-mong heom euerechon
(L354)58

and when Owein is dragged to the river of hell we learn:

... þat wo was him to-drawe,
þat him were leouere þane ani-þing : þat he hadde i-beo of lifdawe. (L403b-404)59
Emphasis on the extremity of the pains is recurrent, including variations on the idea:

So muche pine nas neuere i-sei3e — : him þouȝte ase þei he felde
þat he was neiȝ ope þe point : þene gost op to ȝelde.

(L381-82)\(^{60}\)

In addition there are new exclamations of piety,\(^{61}\) and of woe and affective distress.\(^{62}\)

The addition of telling narrative details also contributes much to the imaginative realization of the bitterness of purgatory and the joys of the Earthly Paradise. For example, the souls who eat the earth in the first field of torment 'hore tongene gnowne al-so' (L206b), and the souls roasted on iron spits are likened to geese (L270a). In T Owein's escape from the false pit of hell is described thus: 'uis flamme eum cum reliquis sursum in aera eleuauit' (W94.44-46); in pa this is expanded:

\begin{verbatim}
A smoke þare cam smite up a-non : mid one wel stronge blaste
þene kniȝt an heiȝ a-boue þe pute : and manie oþere gostes,
caste.
þe kniȝt ȝwirlede op in þis blast : ase speldene doth, wel wide . . . .
\end{verbatim}

(L385-87)

L387b picks up the 'speldene' from 361b, where it follows T 'scintillas ignis' (W90.10-11). When Owein is thus rescued from the pit, he stands 'ase man þat witles were' (L389b), a detail which strengthens T's 'ignorans quo se uerteret' (W94.50-51), and which is paralleled in pa by Owein's reaction to the joy of the Earthly Paradise (L515).\(^{63}\) When he partakes of the 'riche metes of heuene' (L571), which comes like 'A manere brez fram heouene adoun' (L575), Owein stands 'ase þei he were i-nomen' (L581), 'ase he in metingue were' (L582).\(^{64}\) At the end of the story we are given added details about Owein's going on pilgrimage to the Holy Land, taking the holy cross 'on his bare flesch' (L658a); he becomes a 'suyȝe holi man':

\begin{verbatim}
he ne tolde neuere-eft nouȝt of þe world : bote ase he were
euere in þouȝte,
Ake wende euere forth wel stilleliche : as he of noþing ne
rouȝte. \end{verbatim}

(L660-1)
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An important shift in emphasis in *pa* is that the fiends are frequently portrayed more vividly than in *T*. This tendency is also found in *OM1* and *OM2* and is doubtless attributable to a popularizing urge. For example, when Owein is released by his prayer from the fiery wheel, we are told of the resentment and anguish of the fiends:

\[\text{Þe feondes stoden and bi-heolden : with dreori mod ech-on.}\]
\[\text{Eft heo nomen him bitterliche : and ferro ȝuyt him ladde,}\]
\[\text{And harleden him forth wel revfulliche : and loude ȝollen and}\]
\[\text{gradde.} \quad (L296-8)\]

When Owein leaves the Earthly Paradise and is told not to fear the fiends, it is because:

\[\text{heo beoth a-dradde wel sore of þe : and a-schamede in eche}\]
\[\text{side.} \quad (L608^65)\]

These moments of demonic defeat are the more notable because it is the fiends' physical power and energy that are more frequently emphasised. The devils are particularly athletic: they run upon the water 'so men doth on be londe' (L351b), and in the first field of torment they run upon the souls and 'treden heom to þe grounde' (L207b). They are also fearsome mockers (L395), addressing Owein now with forceful directness, 'bov most come into ovre rovte' (L396b), now with affected politeness, 'Saunt faille we ne beoth nouȝt so onkuynde' (L156a [cf. C206]).^66 This 'frenkish fare' is nicely used: elsewhere the fiends address Owein as 'bel ami'[^67] (L149), as if in parody of the expression 'bev frere', used to Owein by ecclesiastics. Irony is their *forte*. For example, when Owein stands by the pit of the 'false' hell, stunned by the 'sori stunch', fiends ask him:

\["3wy stanst þov so?" \quad \text{þe fendas seiden : "þinchþ þe þarof}\]
\[\text{wonder,}\]
\[\text{Of þis swete smoke þat here bloweth : and ȝwat put beo þare-}\]
\[\text{onder?"} \quad (L365-66)\]

Their ironies and false assurances^70 are, of course, fully in keeping with their lying nature, which they openly acknowledge: 'we with lesingues bi-traieth men' (L400).

Some slight counterbalance to this emphasis on the demonic is found in the
longest single addition to the 'Z' redaction of pa, an eleven-line section on the
Earthly Paradise (L550-60). This expands upon part of the 'archbishops' explana-
tory speech to Owein, and makes absolutely plain that 'ech man þat in-to
euene schal: þorúþ purgatorie mot, / And sethþe into eorþeliche parays' (L550-51).
The text here takes a clear stand, based on T, on what was a contentious
issue, namely whether or not souls passed directly from purgatory to heaven or were
delayed a while in the Earthly Paradise. Again, the view propagated by pa was,
strictly speaking, heterodox.71

The dramatic immediacy of the narrative is enhanced not only by the
introduction of telling details and livelier demons, but also by increasing the amount
of direct speech. This is a tendency found already in the α texts of T, a version
which, like the Middle English translations generally, emphasises the clarity of the
narrative detail and the physical actuality of the events portrayed.72 In pa, for
example, when the bishop first tries to dissuade Owein from visiting St Patrick's
Purgatory and Owein asserts his firm intention of completing his penance there, pa
renders indirect speech as direct, complete with French address, exclamations and
questions.73 Later, when Owein is first tortured by the fiends, pa gives him a new
exclamation:

"Ihesus, Ihesus, help me nouþe: and do a-wei mine fon!"
(L172)

and when he leaves the Earthly Paradise two new speeches are introduced (L614-21). The explanatory speech at L544-74 is considerably rearranged as well as
substantially expanded by the addition of the eleven-line section L550-60, noted
above.

'A' redaction

I opened this article by noting that the reader of pa might be surprised to
discover so little in it about St Patrick. It was presumably this shortage of
information that prompted one of the redactors of the 'A' version74 to add to the
beginning of the poem some fifty-two lines derived from the opening of the 'St
Patrick' entry in the Legenda Aurea (hereafter LgA).75 This passage relates short
miracles, selected at random by Jacobus de Varagine to preface his much reduced
version of T (in which Owein is replaced by Nicholaus).76
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The 'A' redactor's translation work here (cited from C) is much slacker than the original 'Z' redaction.

C omits the first story in LgA, that of St Patrick accidentally piercing the foot of the king of the Scots (i.e. Irish) with his staff. Instead, the 'A' redactor starts with a free expansion (C3-14) of the brief mention of St Patrick's banishing venomous creatures from Ireland ('ac toti provinciae obtinuit, quod nullum venenosum animal ibidem possit vivere').

This passage incorporates mention of the repulsion of venom by the trees and earth of Ireland:

Ech tre[o] bat in þe londe grouþ . & eorþe of þe lond also
Ne þoleþ no venim in none stude . ney him be[o] ido.

(C9-10)

'Eorþe' here appears to derive from a misreading or exemplar which substitutes 'terra' for coria 'bark'.

C15-24 then follow LgA with the tale of St Patrick's discovery of a sheep thief. The saint commands any remaining morsel of the sheep to bleat; it does so from the stomach of the thief, who is suitably shamed and reformed.

C25-40 elaborate slightly on St Patrick's failure to see a cross on the burial of a saracen ('paganus'), but omit the conclusion, in which the saint has the cross removed.

In C41-44 the 'A' redactor appears to misinterpret the metaphor in the Latin 'praedicaret et fructum ibi permodicum faceret'. Because his preaching bore little fruit, St Patrick prayed to the Lord for a sign which would terrify the Irish into repentance. In C the saint comes across a 'wild stude . . . þat no frut vorþ ne broþte / þei me sewe & sette' 80 'þer al þing . þer ne com nþing forþ þere' (C42-43). This may appear to extend rather than reduce the metaphor of sowing the seed of God's word by preaching. But it seems that the translator has misconceived the material and interpreted the fruitlessness literally. This is suggested not only by the 'wild stude' but also by the lame connection that follows: Patrick prays to the Lord 'to wite wi it were'. The succeeding revelation of the Purgatory is thus rendered hopelessly illogical; it is no longer a sign 'per quod territi poeniterent'.

In C45-54 St Patrick describes a circle on the ground with his staff and a very deep pit is revealed. This is de Varagine's own idea about the founding of the Purgatory; it is not in T. 81 The Middle English elaborates, saying that St Patrick did not know what the hole was until he was told by an angel (C47-8).

The 'A' translator also changes the account given here of St Patrick's
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Purgatory. LgA concentrates on the effect of entry into the pit: those who enter can expiate their sins and be spared purgatory after death, but most who enter never return, and those who come back do so after being there from one morning to the next. In 'A' the pit is more immediately assimilated to purgatory:

Somme soules were þer inne ido . hor sunnes forto bete  
þat hy ne bette no3t an eorðe . ar hy þis lif lete  
And were a man quik ober ded . þat þer inne come  
He ne ssolde habbe ober pultatorie . ar þe day of dome  
Ac after he ssolde to heuene . 3if he were god & hende  
And as god 3if [he] here luþer were . to helle wiþoute ende.  

(C49-54)

Lines 49-51 are a clumsy way of confirming that the pit of St Patrick's Purgatory was an entrance to purgatory proper; after all, one could only enter the former while alive. Moreover the eschatology of this passage is garbled. Lines 52-53 miss two points: firstly, a person would not be in purgatory at all unless repentant and hence a candidate for salvation, and secondly, the rest of the story plainly shows that souls pass from purgatory to the Earthly Paradise and heaven before Doomsday (see above, p. 129). Furthermore, line 54 reveals a misunderstanding: souls that go to hell do not first spend time in purgatory. Again, the rest of the story indicates that souls are in hell already following the judgement post mortem.

Altogether, the additions in the 'A' redaction may furnish extra material about St Patrick, but at some cost in narrative and even in eschatological coherence.

Authorship and audience

The original 'Z' redactor was much more careful about the eschatological implications of the story, and his additions are more successfully integrated. His translation is also generally tighter and more accurate than the 'A' redactor's contribution: though there is repetition in the 'Z' redactor's work, there is little redundancy or padding in the verse; most of it is not as loose and wordy as, say, L393-4, and there are few places which look like bungled translations. Apart from this competency and resourcefulness, there is little to indicate the background or social status of the translator of pa. The question of the (probably multifarious) authorship and audience of SEL is still unresolved: Görlach (pp. 46-
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50) canvassed the cases for monastic (Benedictine, Cistercian, Augustinian) and mendicant provenance, and the proposed audience has been variously suggested as nuns, clerics or lay folk. Käsmann noted two places in SEL which suggest Cistercian influence: Cuthbert is made a 'grei monk' at Jervaulx, and in pa there are four lines (L662-65) praising the order:

Ofte he tolde of alle þe men : þat in parays were;
As him þouȝte, greiȝe Monikes : mest Ioye hadde þere,
None-manere men in so gret Ioye : ne in so grete honour he ne
seiȝ —
hit nis no wonder sikerliche : for þe ordre is noble and heiȝ —

Käsmann claimed that these lines require explanation, if mendicant provenance is to be maintained, as it is quite improbable that a friar would have taken over such a passage from a source text when he could easily have omitted it. Käsmann suggested it is more likely that the whole of pa has been taken from elsewhere and copied mechanically into SEL. I would add just two points. These lines are based directly on T, itself a Cistercian product; they do not necessarily, therefore, indicate a Cistertian translator. Neither do they necessarily preclude mendicant authorship: though it might go against the grain to praise the Cistercians, even a friar might feel obliged to incorporate the testimony of purgatorial revelation. Against this, however, it could be argued that the lines have a fulsomeness unwarranted by the Latin. In the absence of further evidence, however, I believe these lines alone are insufficient to indicate a Cistertian translator for pa. If evidence were sought for a friar as author then it could be suggested by the new inclusion of friars in the procession of religious Owein sees in the Earthly Paradise (L478, 507), but then again, friars are similarly mentioned in the catalogues of the saved in OM1 and OM2 and there is no evidence for those texts being produced by friars; mention of them is more indicative of the authors' urge to comprehensiveness than of their origins. Augustinian canons might well be expected to show interest in St Patrick's Purgatory for the order held the priory on Saints' Island, Lough Derg, and were overseers of the Purgatory on Station Island. The mention of canons at L11 is taken directly from T, however. All told, no firm evidence for authorship is provided by pa.

The intended audience would seem to be non-monastic judging by the omission of extended sections of meditative reflection and eschatological and visionary theory. The other modifications the translator has made suggest adaptation
of a monastic text for a lay, or at least non-learned, audience, debarred from access to the Latin of the *Tractatus*. The narrative has been concentrated by the omission of digressive exempla and repetitious incidents. The clarification of the existence of demons in purgatory, of the delay in the Earthly Paradise, and the separation of 'parays' from 'be riȝte heuene' (L593-94), all address a popular need for specific information on the shape of the afterlife. The physical reality of Owein's experiences in the otherworld has also been emphasised by the inclusion of new and pointed details. A lay audience might be expected to take interest in the fortunes of a knight rather than a cleric as the protagonist. The dramatic conflict between Owein and the fiends has been enhanced by the expansion of direct speech, the animated depiction of the demons, and the stress laid on the severity of the torments and suffering of the souls and Owein himself. 'pis guode kniȝt' (L95a), 'pis seli kniȝt' (L192, 255, 277, 355, 421, 428) is at first fearless (L97a) in the face of spiritual battle (L136, 139), though his subsequent fears are amply justified. In the first field of torment, for example, he is actually nailed to the ground by the fiends (L216); in *T* they attempt to do this but are thwarted by his talismanic prayer (W70.76). The need for repentance in order to minimize one's future experience of these pains is emphasised by the repetition of such sentiments in the mouths of Owein, his guides and the poem's narrator. There may also be a frisson of pleasure for a non-aristocratic audience on hearing the devils claim as their own the rich 'in halle and eke in boure' (L161-62, 373-74).

Annie Samson has recently cast doubt on the public, liturgical function of the Legendary, and points out manuscript 'Laud's selection of those saints who are so marginal to the liturgy', Patrick, Brendan, Mary of Egypt and Dominic. The first three of these 'are present to gratify appetites other than the purely devotional. This is hagiography rubbing shoulders with romance for most of the time . . .'.

Samson concludes with the assumption of monastic provenance, and says: 'If we posit the same kind of audience for the legendary as [has been] done for the romances, then we have a work written initially for regional gentry and perhaps secular clergy, and designed either for individual reading or for reading in the chamber, rather than as entertainment of the hall or public instruction in church.'

The evidence of *pa* would certainly lend support to this interpretation. Though the poem may have little to say about St Patrick, it enters SEL as a fitting companion to the Irish 'St Brandan' legend, for it presents a real-life romance, a pious adventure story, 'a swiȝe wonder cas' (L40b).
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